Instructions for the Mauerpark Reusable Challenge
Your participation in the Mauerpark Reusable Challenge saves
packaging waste and thus valuable resources. It also helps to
keep Mauerpark and its surroundings clean. Besides, if you use
it regularly, you can win the borrowed wooden box and the
reusable boxes for your company permanently! And as the top
prize, a richly filled gift basket for a feel-good evening at the
company awaits you.
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How does it work?
We provide your company with a wooden box of reusable containers that you can use during the promotional period from 17th January to 17th April, 2022, to save on single-use packaging. This is accompanied by a tally sheet for collecting points.
Task 1: Food in reusable containers
Win: The wooden box and the containers can stay!
All participants sign the back of the enclosed tally sheet. On the front side, a
tally is made for each use of a reusable container in each calendar week.
The Mauerpark Reusable Challenge is won when the team achieves an
average of at least 10 points per participant!
Example: 10 employees take part in the campaign, 4 employees have collected 20 points each and 6 employees have collected 7 points each = 122
points! In total, this is more than an average of 10 points per employee (10
points x 10 employees = at least 100 points had to be collected) - the challenge
is won!
Task 2: Photos of your food
Win: Gift basket with goodies and surprises
Delicious food in reusable containers also looks good on great
photos! That's why the company that submits most photos of
food in reusable containers during the campaign period will win
the top prize: a richly filled gift basket.
The photos can be uploaded on the photo upload page. If you
agree to this, we will use some of the photos for public relations to make eating in reusable containers tasty for more people!
https://esseninmehrweg.de/mauerpark-fotoupload/
(max. 3 photos per upload possible, but number of uploads unlimited)

Das Projekt „Klimaschutz is(s)t Mehrweg“ wird vom Bundesministerium für Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit (BMU)
im Rahmen der Nationalen Klimaschutzinitiative gefördert. www.esseninmehrweg.de

What’s in the box?
We have put together a good mix of different reusable containers for you to use during your lunch
break. In the following table, we present the individual containers and provide concrete practical
tips.
We recommend:
✓ transport filled containers in an upright position
✓ to clean all vessels in the dishwasher
(all containers and lids are dishwasher safe)
✓ put only dry containers back into the wooden box
Why are many things made of plastic?
✓ more break-proof and durable
✓ especially light
✓ heat insulating
✓ lower processing temperatures during production (compared to glass/porcelain)
✓ pollutant-free, pure plastic is 100% recyclable
Questions? tips? You need other vessels?
Contact us!
LIFE e.V.
Campaign „Essen in Mehrweg!“
Contact person: Anna Ackermann
Tel. 030-308798-39
Email: info@esseninmehrweg.de

